The hyperfine structure and isotope shift of the heaviest known alkaline earth element radium (Z=88) have been studied in both the atomic Ra I and ionic Ra II spectra. The measurements, carried out by on-line collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy, yield the hyperfine constants A and B of the 7s and 7pt/2 states in Ra II, of all states of the excited 7s 7p configuration and the 7s 7d 3D 3 state in Ra I. The data allow a consistent evaluation of the nuclear moments for eight odd-A radium isotopes. In particular, a complete analysis of the hyperfine structure of the sp configuration in the two-electron system provides a stringent test of the validity of the semi-empirical modified Breit-Wills theory. It is shown that the effective operator formalism is equivalent, if relativistic correction functions are used to reduce the number of parameters. The semi-empirical hyperfine fields are evaluated and found to agree generally with those from ab-initio calculations.
Introduction
Radium is the only alkaline earth element of which optical hyperfine structures (hfs) and isotope shifts (IS) remained unknown until very recently [1] . Previous atomic spectroscopic studies concerning the level structure of Ra I and Ra II were performed only on the long-lived, doubly-even isotope 226Ra (T1/2 = 1,600 a) [2, 3] . The evaluation of nuclear dipole and electric quadrupole moments from the measured hyperfine interaction constants A and B requires the knowledge of the hyperfine fields at the nucleus. Similarly, the IS are related to the isotopic changes in the nuclear mean square charge radii via the electron densities of the states involved in the optical transi-1 On leave from: Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Bombay, India z On leave from: New York University, New York, USA tions. The basis for an analysis of the hfs and IS can be provided by systematic investigations in a number of states of both the neutral atom (Ra I) and the alkali-like singly-charged ion (Ra II). A coherent description of the hfs and IS also provides a test for semiempirical models and ab-initio theories. For the heavy element radium (Z = 88) they are particularly sensitive to relativistic contributions and the finite nuclear size effect. From the nuclear physics point of view there is a special interest in the moments and charge radii of radium, as experimental and theoretical evidence for the occurrence of reflection asymmetric nuclear shapes [4, 5] has been found in the region 86 < Z_< 90 and 130_<N_< 140.
We have measured the hfs in four levels of Ra I and two levels of Ra II, connected by the four transitions shown in the level schemes of Fig. 1 a and b. In Ra I the experiments yielded a complete set of hfs parameters of the first excited 7 s 7 p configuration and those of the 7s 7d 3D 3 state. The 1P t and 3P 1 states were excited from the 1S~ ground state by the strong resonance line at 4,826 A and the weaker intercombination line at 7,141 ~, respectively. The metastable 3P 2 and the 3D 3 state were investigated in the 6,446 transition. In the alkali-like one-electron spectrum of Ra II only the "D t line" 7s 2Sa/2 -7p zP~/2 at 4,683 ~k was studied, while the ultraviolet "D 2 line" to the 7p 2P3/2 state at 3,814 ~k could not been reached so far. The measurements include the hfs of 8 odd-A isotopes, and the IS of altogether 19 isotopes in the mass range 208 _ A_< 232. The experiment has been performed by on-line collinear fast-beam laser spectroscopy, which combines the features of high sensitivity (required for the study of short-lived isotopes with low production yield) and high resolution (required for the investigation of hfs and IS with high precision). In discussing the results, this paper will focus on the atomic physics aspect, in particular on the consistent description of the hfs in the two-electron 7s7p configuration in Ra I. Here, the modified Breit-Wilts theory (MBWT) [6, 7] and also the effective operator formalism (EOF) [8] have been applied. This parallel treatment has been chosen for a couple of reasons:
i) The semi-empirical approach of the MBWT gives an adequate description of the two-electron hfs in all known alkaline-earth spectra including the subgroup II elements. This is due to an effective inclusion of configuration interactions. The validity of this approach in a strongly relativistic case is shown by the comparison of the emerging nuclear dipole moments with those obtained from the alkali-like Ra II spectrum.
ii) The effective operator approach in its original formulation [8] is a correct parametrisation of the hfs (including relativistic corrections and core polarization), as long as configuration interactions are neglected. In particular, it neglects the fact, that the radial wave functions within one configuration differ considerably from one multiplet to the other, due to the exchange interaction. The attempt of generalizing the effective operator formalism by the assumption of different interaction constants for each multiplet, increases the number of parameters. In the sp configurations they exceed by far the number of input parameters available from the experiment. Thus the application to radium involves certain simplifications. Nevertheless, together with the interaction parameters from recent ab-initio calculations, it gives new insight into
